The Bott periodicity theorems [4] may be interpreted as follows: (i) Tri(SO(n))=wi+s(SO(n+8)) for i^n-2; (ii) Tn(U(n))=Tri+2(U(n + l)) for i^2n-l; (iii) ir,-(Sp(w))=irl-+8(Sp(»+4)) for*£4»+l; where SO(n) is the special orthogonal group, U(n) is the unitary group, and Sp(n) is the symplectic group. Kervaire [9] was able to extend the range of periodicity for SO(n) to read 7r,-(SO(w)) = 7r;+8(SO(ra + 8)) for i^n-j-4, provided 7 ^nandif^6 (mod 8). Some results of Mahowald imply this periodicity for igw+4 and 14gw. More recent results of Barratt and Mahowald [2] imply that for suitable exponents k S: 3 and 18 g i £= 2w -3,
Tn(SO(n)) = th-«(SO(» + 2*)).
Notice that according to this result, the homotopy groups of SO(n) exhibit periodicity of this special type for almost double the stable range. In the case of the unitary group, Kervaire [9] was able to show that 7r2n+i({7(«)) =7r2(B+2)+i(i7(n + 2)), and Matsunaga [10] has shown that iT2<.n+q)+i(U(n)) = T2(.n+q+2i)+i(U(n + 24)) for q = 1, 2, and w^3. It should be noted that all these periodicity theorems for nonstable homotopy groups, with the exception of the results of Barratt and Mahowald, are obtained by explicitly calculating the groups in question, and any periodicity displayed is incidental to the other calculations. For purposes of further calculation of nonstable homotopy groups, it would be useful to know that some appropriately defined periodicity is present, and we will show that for almost double the usual stable range, this is indeed the case. the inner product. The inclusions FnEFn+i induce inclusion homomorphisms On-*On+i, and we define 0 to be the group U"=1 On, so that 0 will be one of the groups SO, TJ, or Sp, depending on the field F. Let On,m be the quotient space On/On-m, the Stiefel manifold of mframes in Fn. Then On<i = Sdn-i, the idn -\)-sphere, where d is the dimension of F over the real numbers. We let V" be the quotient space 0/On, and point out that there are fibrations F"-»Fn+r with fibre On+r.rLet Xr be the least integer such that there is a cross-section of the fibre bundle 0\r,r->0\r,i = Sd\r-i. In the case that F is real, d = l, and Xr = 2a(r), where air) is the cardinality of the set {s\l^s^r-1 and 5 = 0, 1, 2, 4 (mod 8)}. In case F is the complex numbers, if vPin) is the£-adic valuation on n, vp(kr) =sup{s+vPis)\ 1 =^=^ (r -l)/ip -1) }. These results may all be found in [l] .
The following theorem is due to James [8, Theorem 3.1], and is the key theorem for homotopy periodicity of the Stiefel manifolds. (iv) if p is an odd prime, pTiiVn) =02 for i^din+l)+2p -5.
Proof. Parts (i), (ii), and (iii) follow from the fact that in the stable range iri(0")-»7Ti(<9) is onto, knowledge of x,(0) from Bott's theorem [4] , knowledge of 7r"_i(SO(»)) from Kervaire's paper [9] and knowledge of which of the groups TniOn) have positive rank (from Serre's Q-theory), together with the exact homotopy sequence of the fibration 0"-»0->F". Part (iv) follows from the exact homotopy sequence of the fibration Sd(n+ii-i-^> F"-> FB+i, and the fact that if p is a prime and j^2p -4, JVdc"+i)_i+y(S(j(n+i)-i) =0. 1 [x] denotes the greatest integer in *. * If G is an abelian group, "G denotes the ^-primary component of G. 
where j = i+d\r+q, and X=Xr+4. isomorphisms, and we obtain the theorem if we choose c/>' to be the composition of maps which appear in a vertical line in the diagram.
Recall from 1.2 that rank 7Ti("+r)_i(F") = 1 if d = 2, 4, i.e., if the scalar field is the complex numbers or the quaternions.
It is easily shown that the kernel and cokernel of the map
are finite groups, and the cokernel of p*. is a cyclic group because Td(n+r+i)-iiVn+r) =Z by 1.2. Let Gn,r be the kernel of p* and let Sn,r be the order of the cokernel of p*. where X=Xr+i, i = din+r + l) -l, and j = din+r+\ + l) -l. Since r^n, 4>', 4>", and 6 are isomorphisms, and it follows that </>' maps Gn.r = image i* isomorphically onto Gn+\r+1 = image i'*, and that 6 maps cokernel ^* = Z/5",rZ isomorphically onto cokernel p* = Z/5n+\r+lZ, so that 5n,r = 8n+xr+1,r.
In the complex or quaternionic cases, i. an epimorphism, hence d|GB,r is an isomorphism. Thus kernel ii is isomorphic to GB,r.
2. The unitary group. Specializing to the unitary group, the scalar field is the complex numbers, so we take d = 2. which is an isomorphism if r^n.
Proof.
Recall that ir2m(U)=Q, 7r2m_i(C/) =Z, and 7r2(m+r)_i(l7(w)) is finite for all m and 1 :Sr. Thus if A and A' are transgression operators for the fibrations U-*U/U(n) and U->U/U(n-\-\q) respectively, they are isomorphisms in the diagram A ir2(.n+r)(U/U(n)) ->-7r2(B+r)_i(l7(w)) T2(.n+r+\q)(U/U(n + Xt)) -» 7r2(B+r+Xj)_l(l7(w + X,)).
Define co as the composite co=A'<6A-1. By 1.3 <f> is an isomorphism if 2(n+r) ^4re, or r gw, where q^ ((2n + 2r+3)/2) -(w + 1) = (2r + l)/2.
The groups irnn+r)(U(n)) for O^r^Sw do not behave in a periodic manner; for example, ■w2n(U(n))=Zn\. The results of Kervaire [9] and Matsunaga [lO] , indicate some sort of periodic regularity however, and the following result partially describes this regularity.
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[August Theorem 2.2. Let O^r-^re. There exist finite abelian groups G",T, and integers 8",r such that G",r is isomorphic to Gn+\r+l,r and 8n,r = 5"+xr+1,r, and such that x2(n+r) (£/(«))
is an extension of Gn,r by Z(.n+r)Utn,rProof. The proof is a combination of 1.5 and 1.6 with On replaced by £/(«), and kn+r= in+r)!.
We have not determined if the group extension is periodic, but we conjecture that it is the trivial extension, and therefore periodic. The groups Gn,T and the integers 5",r are the subject of work in progress. We may state the following, however, which follows easily from the exact homotopy sequences of the fibrations S2n-i->V"-*V"+i, and knowledge of the ^-primary components of the homotopy groups of spheres. 
+ l, if pip-1) ^r<2pip-l) and p^n.
3. The symplectic group. For the symplectic group, the scalar field is the quaternions which have dimension d = 4 over the real numbers. When it is necessary to distinguish a symbol from the corresponding symbol for the unitary case, we will insert a prime. For example, the integer X/ will be the least integer such that the fibration of quaternionic Stiefel manifolds C\j,r->S4x£-i admits a cross section. Theorem 3.1. Let l^r, and let p be an odd prime. There exist homomorphisms
(ii) CO': PX4("+r)(Sp(w))-^p7r4(n+r+Xr')('Sp(w+Xr')),
If n+r is even, each of these maps u>' is also a homomorphism of the 2-primary component. Moreover, the first map is an isomorphism for r ^ n +1, and the other two are isomorphisms for i g n.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of 2.1, and we will omit it. We restrict our attention to the ^-primary component for an odd prime p, because the groups 7r4("+r) (Sp)=Z2 = 7r4("+r)+i(Sp) for n+r odd. Proof. The proof is a combination of 1.5 and 1.6 with On replaced by Sp(n), and kn+T = b"+r(2(n+r) -1)!.
As in the unitary case, we conjecture that the extension is trivial but have not proved this. The proof of the following proposition is similar to the proof of 2.3. Proposition 3.3. 7/ p is an odd prime, (i) *GB,r = 0 if r<p(p-l)/2 or r<p(p-\)^pn;
and p -l^n;
4. The special orthogonal group. The main theorem on periodicity in the homotopy groups of the special orthogonal groups is based on the Bott periodicity theorems and the following result due to Barratt and Mahowald which will be stated without proof. Proof. Let em be a generator of irm(SO), let r\m generate irm+i(Sm), and let 9m generate irm+2(Sm), 3^m. Kervaire [9] has shown that «8B = «8B-i otj8b-i, and €sB+i = e8n-i o 08n_i. Observe that for r = 0 this theorem reduces to the usual Bott ■ a(r) is defined in §1.
periodicity, but periodicity persists as far as x2"_3(SO(w)), or about twice the stable range. Also observe that the further from the stable range a group is, the longer the period. This is also true of the periodicity for L7(«) and Spin).
If p is an odd prime, we may show that the ^-primary components of x,(SO(«)) behave with periodic regularity for about four times the stable range. To see this one uses the fact, due to Harris [6] , that x,(SO(2» + l)) is 6 isomorphic to 7T,(Sp(w)), where Q is the class of 2-primary groups. Combining this with 3.1 and 3.2, one obtains the following theorem. To obtain periodicity theorems for the groups 3'Xi(SO(2w)), one uses the result of Borel and Serre [3] that for an odd prime p, pTniSOi2n))=pT!-iiS2n-i)®pTiiSOi2n-l)) (direct sum), and the fact that the (2m)-fold suspension E2m: px,(52"_i)^pxt+2"(5'2(m+n)-i) is an isomorphism onto for i^pn -4, together with 4.4. Roughly, piTiiSOi2n)) exhibits periodic regularity for i^inf {8n -8, pn-4-}.
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